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Editorial Note
With a great pleasure, I would like to express my happiness on the eve of entering into the 10th
year of this scientific publishing field. Initially we started this Journal of Ergonomics with the aim
to disseminate advanced knowledge all over the globe. Thankfully, with the constant support of
eminent editorial board members, potential reviewers and active authors we are able to run this
journal so successfully till now and we hope it continues in near future also.
Journal of Ergonomics provides the bimonthly publication of articles. In the year of 2019, we have
published a very good number of articles, which were recent discoveries. In the past years, apart
from releasing regular issues we have also published special issue articles on topics such as “Driver
safety” which was edited by Dr. Jibo He, “Health and Safety Ergonomics” edited by Rabiul Ahasan
and In-Ju Kim and there are many more such special issue topics which were released on a timely
basis. At present, our main focus is to make scientific papers more accessible for aspiring
researchers. With the support of editorial board members, executive editors and guest editors, we
are planning to come up with interesting special issue topics to encourage the authors. Journal of
Ergonomics comes under the top ten journals in this open access field. In 2020, we have already
released one issue and now we are in the process of releasing another issue.
Authors are cordially invited to submit their current research activities and outcomes in the form
of any article type of science communication such as original research, review, expert opinion,
commentary, short note communication to our Journal.

Manuscripts can be submitted online via Editorial Tracking System or as an E-mail attachment to
the Editorial Office at ergonomics@eclinmed.org. JER is using Online Review and Editorial
Tracking Systems for quality review process and the authors can submit manuscripts and track
their progress.
I take this opportunity to acknowledge the contribution of Dr. In-Ju Kim, Dr. Rabiul Ahasan, Dr.
Jeff Hiserman, Dr. Luis Miguel Munoz, Dr. Philip G Fatolitis, Dr. D J Clements-Croome, Dr. Lu
Xiaoshu, Dr. Thaneswer Patel, etc. who always been active participant during the publication
process, overseeing the peer review process, contributing editorials to the journal regular issues and
moreover their valuable suggestions for the smooth functioning of the journal. I would also like to
express my gratitude to all the authors, reviewers, the publisher, the advisory and the editorial
board of JER, the office bearers and staff for their support in bringing out yet another volume of
JER and look forward to their unrelenting support to bring out the Volume 10 of JER in
scheduled time.
We always look forward to work with many more young scientists across the globe.

